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   It deals with the role of rhods and cons cell present in the ear. It helps in vision acuity tactical location, reflexes like vision blurring 
and ear pain and their main role in the balancing of the body.

Rhods and cones are located in the inner ear. These are photo 
transduction protein and photo transmitter connected with Hair 
cells and cilia in the inner ear [1].

These shows the structure of rods and cones cells in the inner 
ear as shown in Figure A and figure B.

Figure 1

Significance and fate of rods and cons in the inner ear 

Here both figure shows electrical and optical cochlear implants.

If we see clearly these are basically the work like rhods and cons.

So role of the rods and cons in the inner ear is its a attached 
below the hair cell convert the impulse generated by hair cell into 
the electromagnetic waves and impulses.
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Figure 2

Process of conversion and carrying impulse from hair cell to 
nerve to cortex 

Figure 3

This shows the sound wave patterns coming to the ear and ex-
ternal ear and magnifies it.

And just enter the inner ear and stimulate the inner ear and 
rhod cells [2].

Electromagnetic waves 

Figure 4

This shows how sound waves are converted into electromag-
netic waves as shown as the hair cells are stimulated and the waves 
are travel it travel to rhod cells and cone cells and converted to 
electromagnetic waves and are emitted by rhods and cones cells.

These waves travel to the nerve and than goes to the cochlear 
nerve to the cerebral cortex and are stored [3].

Fate of rods and cons cell in ear 

Fate of the rods and cons cells are that these cells convert 
the sound waves into electromagnetic waves these waves travel 
through cochlear nerve [4].

These cochlear nerve take to the cerebral cortex and than these 
rhods and cons cells are again stimulated than these cells stimu-
lated and release the electromagnetic waves.

Process of sound recognize [5]

 From the cerebral cortex the electromagnetic waves recogina-
tion the cortex stimulated and than the electromagnetic waves are 
generated by the rhods and cons cell than the hair cells recognize 
the electromagnetic waves recognize by hair cells and sound gets 
recognize.
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Significance of rods and cones cells in inner ear [6]

The only the Significance of rods and cones cells in the inner ear 
is that just these are photoaransductor these help in the conver-
sion of the sound wave into the [7] electromagnetic waves which 
helps neural transmission of sound waves impulses [8].

Result 

Function of rods and cones cells are the transmission of the 
sound wave into the electromagnetic waves and for nerve impulse 
transmission.

Discussion 

•	 Photo transmission [10]
•	 Photo transduction 
•	 Electromagnetic waves 
•	 Sound wave transmission

Conclusion 

The rods and cons cells help on the transmission of sound 
waves into electromagnetic waves [9].
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